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In this paper, we present Generic Object Detection (GenOD), one
of the largest object detection systems deployed to a web-scale
general visual search engine that can detect over 900 categories for
all Microsoft Bing Visual Search queries in near real-time. It acts
as a fundamental visual query understanding service that provides
object-centric information and shows gains in multiple production
scenarios, improving upon domain-specific models. We discuss the
challenges of collecting data, training, deploying and updating such
a large-scale object detection model with multiple dependencies.
We discuss a data collection pipeline that reduces per-bounding
box labeling cost by 81.5% and latency by 61.2% while improving
on annotation quality. We show that GenOD can improve weighted
average precision by over 20% compared to multiple domain-specific
models. We also improve the model update agility by nearly 2 times
with the proposed disjoint detector training compared to joint
fine-tuning. Finally we demonstrate how GenOD benefits visual
search applications by significantly improving object-level search
relevance by 54.9% and user engagement by 59.9%.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Visual search, in which an image constitutes the user query, is an
emergingmodality of search that allows users to provide a new class
of queries beyond text-based search. This search solution requires
us to intelligently identify visual concepts, retrieve visually and
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Figure 1: Overview of Generic Object Detection (GenOD) in
Microsoft Bing Visual Search stack. GenOD is a fundamen-
tal image understanding service that provides object level
information for a given user query image to trigger multi-
ple scenario services, improve search relevance, and provide
user interface hotspots to multiple experience endpoints.
semantically similar images, search for product information, or get
inspiration from other images. Understanding and representing the
query image is the critical first step of visual search. Many commer-
cial visual search systems represent query images with image-level
embeddings. However, this assumes that the query image is focused
on a single object with a clean and simple background which often
does not hold true in real world scenarios with mobile captured
images.
Object detection has been introduced to several visual search en-
gines [1, 9, 11, 37] to better parse user intent. Given an image, object
detection aims to locate and recognize objects from a predefined
set of categories. Given their business scenarios, these systems tend
to use object detection to display hotspots or remove background
noise of objects in scoped segments like shopping. For a web-scale,
general-purpose visual search engine like Microsoft Bing, there are
numerous search query segments and application scenarios and it
is imperative to have a comprehensive and scalable object-based






















Figure 2: Examples of user interfaces with interactive hotspots detected by the Generic Object Detection (GenOD) in the Bing
Visual Search experiences. Left: The experience in Bing Image Details Page on desktop, allows users to click on hotspots to
search for related products. Right: The BingMobile Camera experience detects objects in real-time to allow the user to quickly
choose which object is of interest to them.
In this paper, we present how we built Generic Object Detection
(GenOD) as a platform service at Microsoft Bing. Figure 1 depicts
the overview of GenOD in the Bing Visual Search stack. Starting
from domain-specific detection models, object detection in Bing
has evolved to the generic object level with a taxonomy of over 900
categories, making it one of the largest deployed object detection
models in production. With the ability to detect a wide range of
objects, GenOD fuels multiple applications including visual product
search, image content-based triggering and post-processing, fine-
grained entity recognition, fine-grained attribute classification, and
real-time object detection in camera search experiences 1. Figure 2
showcases how users interact with detected object hotspots in
Bing Images Details Page and Bing Mobile camera based search
experience. The challenges of building such a versatile system can
be broken down into three main aspects:
Data collection and processing for a large vocabulary Col-
lecting object detection annotations for hundreds of categories at
the scale required for deep models is much slower and more costly
than getting image class labels [32] and can be prohibitively expen-
sive when using expert judges. The task is also fairly complex for
crowd platforms, especially because it quickly becomes infeasible
for judges to keep track of hundreds of categories. Even if one
can leverage recently released large-scale object detection datasets
such as OpenImages [16], LVIS [6] and VisualGenome [14] with
hundreds to thousands of categories, determining the best way to
combine these resources remains an open issue. Compared to con-
ventional object detection models trained on a single dataset with
a small vocabulary [2, 22], training a unified large-scale detection
model by combining several diverse datasets faces new challenges
including: (1) long-tailed category distribution: this is especially the
case in natural images when the number of categories grows 10
times larger. The rare classes often perform poorly with few training
samples. (2) hierarchical labels: as the taxonomy grows, each object
instance naturally has multiple valid labels as part of a hierarchy.
For example, an apple can be labeled as "Apple" and "Fruit" because
both categories are in the taxonomy. This will introduce missing
1https://bing.com/camera
and noisy label issues because not all object instances can be exhaus-
tively annotated either by humans or oracle models, so it poses a
serious barrier in both model training and evaluation. (3) imbalance
between datasets: Some of the datasets are much larger than others
in size with specific distributions, which would be likely dominate
model training and cause poorer generalized performance.
Agility of model development Continuously iterating ma-
chine learning models deployed in online systems remains diffi-
cult due to: (1) heavy model training: conventional way of model
training is an all-or-nothing change, reducing update agility. (2)
production non-regression requirements: when a new model is de-
ployed to production, it is important not to regress in performance
for any downstream task dependent on the model. However, with
the increasing number of categories and dependencies, improving
the model for a certain task or subset of categories may lead to a
decline in the performance of others, which would block model
deployment. Therefore it is imperative to have a novel architecture
design to meet such strict requirements.
Latency-accuracy tradeoff The visual search stack inMicrosoft
Bing has strict near real-time inference requirements, especially for
applications like Bing mobile camera. Since GenOD is required to
run for all requests, latency of the model is a key criterion in model
training and selection.
The key contribution of this paper is a detailed description of how
we overcome the challenges mentioned above to design and deploy
a large-scale generic object detection system in an industry setting
that is adaptable to rapidly changing business needs. Specifically,
our contributions are as follows:
• We discuss the design of a low-cost, high-throughput data
collection pipeline that can easily scale to new categories.
• We discuss how we handle the imbalance in category and
dataset distributions while combining multiple datasets in
training a large-scale unified generic object detection model.
We evaluate on the various academic and internal bench-
marks to demonstrate the efficacy of the model with good
speed-accuracy trade-offs and show that a generic large-scale
model is able to beat domain-specific models.
• We propose an architecture design of disjoint detectors on
a shared backbone pretrained for general purpose object
detection, in order to tackle the challenge of agile model
updates in a production context.
• We describe how we serve GenOD at web scale with low
latency, and demonstrate its impact as a fundamental service
in Bing Visual Search to improve user engagement and rele-
vance for a wide range of deployed applications in Microsoft
through offline and online A/B tests.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We first review
related literature in Section 2 then introduce our data collection
pipeline in Section 3. Our model design, training and deployment is
described in Section 4 and we include corresponding experiments
in Section 5. Finally we demonstrate the applications of GenOD in
Bing Visual Search in Section 6.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Object detection in visual search
Major companies [1, 5, 9, 11, 15, 31, 35–37] have been develop-
ing visual search systems to satisfy an increasing demand for
content-based retrieval. Facebook [1] and Alibaba [37] perform
class-agnostic object localization to remove background noise and
retrieve images at object level to improve product search relevance.
Pinterest [11, 31, 36] displays hotspots on objects in a few shopping
segments including fashion, home decor and vehicles. [9] leveraged
object detection to improve engagement and relevance in the web-
scale responsive visual search system in Microsoft Bing. However,
most of these systems target a limited set of shopping domains and
only cover a small set of categories. Google Lens [5] was one of the
first attempts to apply generic object detection for visual search,
but a detailed analysis of their system has not been published yet.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work to com-
prehensively discuss the challenges and solutions for developing a
web-scale generic object detection service in a production system.
2.2 Large scale generic object detection
With the advance of deep neural networks (DNN), the research
community is moving towards the challenging goal of building a
generic object detection system that can detect a broad or even
open-ended range of objects like humans [23]. Numerous object
detection architectures have emerged during the last decade. Two-
stage detectors [7, 29] were first proposed to apply DNNs end-to-end
to a region proposal network and a detection stage; one-stage detec-
tors [21, 28, 33] and anchor-free approaches [18, 34] were proposed
later with attempts to predict objects without region proposals and
anchor boxes, respectively, to further improve speed-accuracy trade-
offs [10]. For a more comprehensive survey in the area please refer
to [23]. However, most of these architectures in academic settings
seldom consider the agility to add or update categories without
regressing others, making them less adaptive in an industry product
setting with rapidly changing business needs.
Prevalent works on general purpose object detection are mostly
performed on a predefined small set of categories with relatively ad-
equate and balanced training samples (e.g.100∼1000+) for each cate-
gory [2, 22]. Generic object detection with large vocabulary, in con-
trast, poses new challenges including long-tail distribution for data
collection and model training. Some large-scale datasets [6, 16, 30]
have been collected to facilitate further research in this scenario,
in which challenges and solutions to data collection have been
discussed. Recent studies to address the challenges of long-tail
distribution include data distribution re-balancing [4, 25], class-
balanced losses [21], decoupling representation and classifier learn-
ing [13, 19]. This paper mainly experiments with the data distri-
bution re-balancing approach as a simple but robust baseline, but
other directions of research in long-tail object detection could be
applied in the future.
3 DATA COLLECTION
In this section, we describe the methodology used to collect data at
scale to power the GenOD service. Given the large nature of the
vocabulary, it is imperative from a production standpoint to have a
robust pipeline that is high quality, cost-efficient, high throughput
and agile to taxonomy changes and business needs. Previous itera-
tions [9] which relied on ad-hoc collection of data through 3rd party
vendors or managed human judges were slow and expensive. We
also found that a unified large vocabulary necessitated careful data
collection design since it was infeasible for human judges to label
images while keeping hundreds of categories in mind. We leveraged
crowd platforms to access a large pool of judges for high throughput
and cost-efficient labeling. Since crowd platforms are generally not
suited for complex annotation tasks, we adapted the orchestration
in [6] for object detection. An overview of the pipeline can be seen
in Figure 32. The key stages in the pipeline are described below:
Category Discovery. The goal of this stage is to discover all the
salient object categories in the image. This is challenging given that
there are hundreds of categories and it may be exhausting to label
every single object instance in an image. To solve this issue, we ask
judges to only discover a single new category by placing a marker
on an instance or skip if there are no salient object categories to
be added (previously marked categories are shown to the judge).
This is repeated until 3 consecutive judges skip, at which point
we consider all salient object categories have been discovered. We
also employ careful user-interface design so the judge can navigate
a hierarchy of categories or directly start typing the name of the
category to search for the appropriate category. Unlike [6], the user
interface replaces the cursor with a circle with a size corresponding
to the minimum area in an image for salient objects. This ensures
judges are not spending time marking insignificant objects that
are not important from a user scenario standpoint. We also have a
simpler variant of this application where a judge only has to spot a
specified category rather than provide the names of new categories.
The simpler variant is used when we want to quickly collect data for
a single new category for business needs. With these two variants,
we are able to quickly discover concepts for our vocabulary while
also being agile about adding annotations if the taxonomy expands.
After category discovery, we run a marker verification micro-task
to ensure that all the marked categories are correct.
Instance marking. The goal of this stage is to mark all the instances
of the categories discovered in the previous stage. We ask a judge
2Image from https://cutetropolis.com/2016/08/31/links-thats-the-way-they-became-
the-brady-bunch by Mike Brailer/ CC BY-SA 4.0
Figure 3: The GenOD data collection pipeline is designed as a chain of micro-tasks suited for judging on crowd platforms. It
has 3 main stages: category discovery, instance marking and bounding box drawing. Micro-tasks with complex annotations
which cannot be easily aggregated are followed by verification micro-tasks with high overlap to ensure quality. The pipeline
is orchestrated so crowd judges only have to annotate a single category or marker at a time.
to mark every instance of a given category and follow it up with
two quality control micro-tasks: (1) Verify that all instances have
been marked (2) Verify all the markers are correct. At the end of
this stage, we have markers for all the salient object instances in
the given set of images.
Bounding box drawing. The goal of this stage is to draw a bounding
box for a given category marker. This is followed up by a bound-
ing box verification micro-task to ensure quality. By decoupling
the drawing of the bounding box from the marker, the data col-
lection pipeline is flexible to accommodate future needs such as
segmentation.
Negative set selection. The goal of this stage is to collect a set of
images for a category such that no instance of that category exist
in the images. This stage is not necessary while collecting training
data, but is useful for the federated measurement design described
in [6].
3.1 Annotation evaluation
We evaluate the proposed pipeline against the baseline data collec-
tion approach which used managed vendor judges. To capture the
statistics of camera and web-style images appropriately, we ran-
domly sampled 500 images from each distribution for a total evalu-
ation set of 1k images. When comparing the proposed pipeline’s
results to the existing baseline annotations, we find that 85.75% of
baseline instances (93.5% if we exclude objects with smaller dimen-
sion < 55 pixels) are correctly localized, and 97% of the markers are
verified as correctly categorized. For a more rigorous comparison
that is not biased to the baseline or any particular vocabulary as
groundtruth, we sent a subsample of 100 images to expert judges to
annotate all salient objects as groundtruth and also verify correct-
ness of bounding boxes provided by each data pipeline. We measure
precision for each candidate pipeline’s provided bounding boxes
and recall against the expert-provided salient bounding boxes. We
can see the metrics for quality, cost and latency in Table 1.
While the throughput at the image level is slightly worse than
our baseline approach, this is mainly because our pipeline is more
successful at finding more instances to be labeled per image. We ran
2 labeling tasks with 100 and 1000 samples respectively and found
that the time taken to get a fully annotated image decreased from
9.3 mins to 4.85 mins. As demonstrated in [17], task interruption
and context switching decreases the efficiency of workers while
performing micro-tasks on a crowdsourcing platform. Judges are
more likely to work on a task when a lot of data is available to be
judged. This suggests that even at the image level, throughput can
be increased further by sending larger batches which optimize for
the capacity of the crowd platform.
4 APPROACH
In this section, we describe how we developed the GenOD service
including data processing to mitigate the serious imbalance in cate-
gory distribution and dataset sizes, model architecture selection in
pursuit of a good speed-accuracy trade-off, and training protocols
to achieve a balance between high-performing deep models and
model update agility. Our strategy is to first train a single unified
base model with a large amount of data to get a generic backbone
and have a default detector head for all categories which is easy
to maintain and updated less frequently. We improve on this de-
sign with the concept of disjoint detectors on the shared backbone,
which allows for agile, targeted updates while not disrupting down-
stream dependencies. Finally we discuss how we deal with the
system challenges in scalable serving with low latency.
4.1 Training Data
We combine several large-scale object detection datasets such as
Bing internal datasets and open source datasets in our training data.
These datasets vary from each other greatly in domain (eg. fine-
grained commerce versus generic concepts), the number of images,
number and hierarchy of categories as well as the coverage and den-
sity of objects per image. Therefore combining these heterogeneous
Statistics Quality Cost Latency
#Categories/img #Bboxes/img Precision Recall $/img $/bbox Time(mins)/img Time(mins)/bbox
Baseline 2.3 3.18 0.959 0.602 1.89 0.65 4.3 0.67
GenOD data pipeline 7.4 14.41 0.933 0.859 1.63 0.12 4.85 0.26
Table 1: Comparison of the GenOD data collection pipeline to the previousmethod.We find that the new pipeline can discover
more object instances, annotate faster, and more cost-effectively per bounding box compared to the baseline.
datasets for training with a unified taxonomy is a non-trivial task.
Another challenge with such a large vocabulary is the long-tailed,
extremely imbalanced category distribution, as shown in the red
curve in Figure 4. Directly training on such imbalanced data would
lead to poor performance on the tail categories. There is also an
imbalance in the number of images from different datasets, ranging
from several millions to a few 100 thousands. Therefore, training
would be dominated by the distribution in larger datasets while
smaller datasets would be under-represented.
To combine these diverse and imbalanced datasets, we first built
a unified GenOD taxonomy with both top-down human design and
bottom-up mapping of the categories from all the datasets; orga-
nized in a hierarchical manner. To alleviate the poor performance
of rare categories with few training samples, we employ a simple
yet effective approach of offline class-aware upsampling [4] on the
tail classes, during which all the categories will be upsampled to at
least 𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑛 instances in the training set. In our experiments we use
𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 2000 as we found it works well empirically. Figure 4 shows
the class-wise distribution in our training set before and after the
class-aware sampling. With class-aware sampling, we obtained a
total of 3.4 million training images and 29.3 million objects. We
denote this training set as D𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 .
Figure 4: Dataset label distribution before and after applying
class-aware sampling. We can see the originally skewed dis-
tribution becomes more balanced. The class IDs are sorted
by the number of annotated bounding boxes in the original
distribution.
To address the imbalance between different datasets, we also
downsample the larger datasets offline. This gives us a training set
with 1.4 million images and 10.8 million objects, which we denote
as D𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 .
4.2 Base model architectures
We have experimented with model architectures including Faster-
RCNN [29] and SSD [24] for shopping-segment object detection
models in our previous work [9]. However, with an order of magni-
tude more categories, in this work we consider the speed-accuracy
trade-off as our first priority, and focus on the evaluation of singe-
stage detectors which demonstrate better speed-accuracy trade-offs
since their inception [24, 27]. We evaluate two variants of single-
stage detection models: RetinaNet [21] and FCOS [34], state-of-the-
art single-stage detectors for anchor-based and anchor-free models
respectively at the time of development of GenOD. Both models
have achieved good speed-accuracy trade-off at relatively small
tasks like COCO. As the number of categories increases, latency
for RetinaNet increases dramatically since it has a large number
of per-anchor operations and the last few convolution layers to
output the class-wise confidence and bounding box regressions
become proportionally larger. On the other hand, since FCOS is
anchor-free, it reduces the per anchor operations 9 times compared
to RetinaNet. With a few nearly cost-free improvements, FCOS can
achieve better results than previous anchor-based detectors with
less floating point operations per second (FLOPs) and latency. The
experiments in Section 5 provide a comprehensive, quantitative
comparison and analysis of these two models.
4.3 Disjoint detector architecture
In a production setting, it is common to have an urgent business
need to support a new category or improve a specific category
quickly while also not degrading performance on other categories
that may have downstream dependencies. With smaller vocabu-
laries, it can be sufficient to retrain the entire model with a new
category or more data, but when scaling to a large vocabulary, it
becomes very time-consuming to update the entire model and also
guarantee no regression in any of the categories. The base model de-
scribed in the previous section cannot easily accommodate ad-hoc
requests or agile updates.
To address this, we designed the GenOD model as a federation
of disjoint detector heads that share a fixed common backbone.
New detector heads, which include classification and bounding
box regression networks, can be trained and added on top of the
backbone without disrupting the other detectors. When there is
a need to quickly add or update a category, the data collection
process described in Section 3 allows us to quickly collect data for
that category and then the disjoint principle allows us to update
GenOD service with much less data and without disrupting any
production dependencies. We explore this through a prototypical
experiment in Section 5.3.
4.4 Deployment and Serving
Service latency is an important factor for a core service like GenOD,
therefore we deploy the GenOD models to Microsoft Azure GPU
clusters. To serve the GenOD models on GPUs, we first convert
them to ONNX models and use ONNX Runtime [26] as the backend
for inference, which provides an 18% speed-up. We built a wrap-
per of ONNX Runtime on Windows and used the Domain Specific
Language (DSL) in [9], which utilizes a graph execution engine to
perform thread-safe inference. To address global scalability issues,
we leverage a micro-service system built on Microsoft Service Fab-
ric [12] to serve multiple GPU models as micro-services on several
global clusters that can scale elastically based on traffic in different
regions. Building a cache of detected objects further reduces end-
to-end latency. In the end we have built an elastic, scalable GPU
serving system for GenOD which can handle hundreds of queries
per second across different regions.
5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Evaluation metrics and datasets
Unless specified, in the following sections, we use mean average
precision defined in [2, 22] as our primary metric, where the av-
erage precision (AP) is calculated as the integral of the area under
the precision-recall curve in which detections are considered true
positives if their intersection-over-union (IOU) with the groudtruths
are over 50%. We denote the metric as AP50. AP50 weighs each
category equally, however to account for the true distribution of
categories seen in production traffic, we also use weighted mean






where 𝑤𝑐 and 𝐴𝑃𝑐 are the weight and the AP50 for class 𝑐 in a
validation set of C classes, respectively. In our setting, we typically
set𝑤𝑐 to the number of instances of 𝑐 in the validation set.
We evaluate candidates on the validation splits of two public
datasets (OpenImagesV5[16], COCO 2017[22]) and two of Bing’s
internal validation sets in fashion and home furnishing, denoted as
Bing-Fashion Val and Bing-HF Val, respectively. We use the average
of AP50 and wAP50 metrics over the 4 validation sets as the criteria
to select the final model candidate. We then measure final perfor-
mance on 3 internal test sets: Bing-Generic Test, Bing-Fashion Test
and Bing-HF Test which are collected by a weighted sampling of
Bing traffic. Note that Bing traffic is much more challenging than
the validation data due to a higher proportion of noisy, cluttered
scenes in real-world data. For the COCO dataset, we follow the
evaluation protocol in [22] and also report the AP@IOU[0.5:0.95],
which is simply denoted as AP. For the OpenImages dataset, we
follow the same federated evaluation protocol in the OpenImages
challenges [16].
5.2 Base model training
We implemented both the RetinaNet and FCOS models based on
maskrcnn-benchmark [3]. Both models are trained with Feature
Pyramid Network (FPN) [20] and Focal Loss [21], using ResNet-
101 [8] as backbone. For FCOS we employ Modulated Deformable
Convolution (DCNv2) [38] at stage 2∼4 and trained the model with
the proposed improvements in [34] to further boost the accuracy.
Both variants are trained for 24 epochs on the dataset in Section 4.1
using 8 V100 GPUs, with a batch size of 64 and learning rate of 0.03.
To best optimize for online production latency, we use an input
image resolution of 400×667. We use multi-scale training with the
shorter side ranging from 300 to 500 while keeping aspect ratios to
adapt to different scales of inputs.
5.2.1 Candidate selection. Table 2 shows the results of the GenOD
models on the four validation sets described in Section 5.1. During
inference, we map the results from the GenOD taxonomy to the
corresponding categories in benchmark datasets for a fair com-
parison. From the table we can see the trained models with FCOS
architecture consistently outperform the RetinaNet one. We denote
the FCOS models trained with D𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 and D𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 as M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 and
M𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 , respectively. OverallM𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 achieves the best performance
in the aggregated metrics, so we select this model as our candidate
for further evaluation.
5.2.2 Label propagation in the taxonomy hierarchy. We also exper-
iment with leveraging the hierarchical information in the GenOD
taxonomy to propagate the bounding boxes and scores of the fine-
grained categories to their ancestors in the taxonomy at infer-
ence time. For example, if a "blue jay" is detected, it would also
be propagated to generate "bird" and "animal" labels. We select
OpenImages as the benchmark because it has a meaningful generic
hierarchy. We evaluate label propagation on the two FCOS model
candidates trained on GenOD D𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 and D𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 respectively on
the OpenImagesV5 validation sets. Significant improvements have
been observed over the original predictions without propagation.
Specifically, label propagation improves wAP50 of theM𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 model
from 51.34 to 61.65, and improving the performance of the M𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
model from 51.02 to 63.16. Moreover, the AP50 of theM𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 model
is competitive among the best single models in the OpenImages
Detection Challenge 20193 that are trained with similar backbones
on larger resolutions (800×1333), showing the effectiveness of our
model training and post-processing approach.
5.2.3 Comparison with segment models. Table 4 shows the test
set results of GenOD M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 using the wAP50 metric. We com-
pare GenOD M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 to two production segment models trained
separately for fashion and home furnishing detection using Bing-
Fashion Train and Bing-HF Train datasets respectively. It should
be noted that each of those sets is contained within D𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 . We
find that GenODM𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 improves performance on the key product
verticals over domain-specific models while significantly reducing
the capacity and maintenance cost.
5.2.4 Latency. In Table 5, we benchmark the latency between the
RetinaNet and FCOS variants in the single-GPU and batch-1 setting
on the COCO validation sets on V100 GPUs with CUDA 11.0 by
averaging the five runs. From the table we can see FCOS is 3.9×
faster than RetinaNet. More interestingly, we observedwhen scaling
up from the 80-class COCO taxonomy to the 900-class GenOD
taxonomy, RetinaNet becomes nearly 3 times slower while the
latency of FCOS remains stable, which further increases the latency
gap between the two models from 1.4× to 3.9×. This shows that the
last few class-wise convolution layers in an anchor-based model
generate significant overhead as the number of categories grows
and demonstrating the anchor-free approach is robust in latency













AP50 wAP50 AP50 wAP50 AP50 wAP50 AP50 wAP50 AP50 wAP50
RetinaNet GenOD D𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 (1.4M) 44.88 46.30 46.44 48.99 53.63 42.66 37.27 53.81 42.16 39.73
FCOS(GenOD M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ) GenOD D𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 (1.4M) 52.36 55.01 54.95 55.69 60.67 51.34 41.01 57.84 52.82 55.17
FCOS(GenOD M𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 ) GenOD D𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 (3.4M) 50.78 53.47 53.22 55.15 61.57 51.02 37.89 55.01 50.45 52.70
Table 2: Experiments of GenODmodels on the 4 validation sets (OpenImagesV5, COCO 2017, Bing internal fashion and home
furniture detection datasets), comparing the RetinaNet and FCOS architectures, and two FCOS variants M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 and M𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 .
Overall GenODM𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is selected as the model candidate with the best average AP50 and wAP50 metrics.
Model LabelPropagation AP50 wAP50
M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ✗ 60.67 51.34
M𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 ✗ 61.57 51.02
M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ✓ 63.27(+2.6) 61.65(+10.31)
M𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 ✓ 64.44(+2.8) 63.16(+12.14)
Table 3: Evaluating label propagation for FCOSmodel candi-















RetinaNet Bing-Fashion Train - 21.43 -
RetinaNet Bing-HF Train - - 27.93
RetinaNet GenOD D𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 28.20 20.29 32.02
GenOD M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 GenOD D𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 29.63 25.85 35.65
Table 4: Evaluation of weighted AP50 on the Bing object de-
tection measurement set.
Architecture GenOD model COCO model COCO to GenOD
#Classes ∼ 900 80 Latency
RetinaNet 193.4ms 65.76ms 2.9×
FCOS 49.4ms 46.9ms 1.1×
Speedup 3.9× 1.4×
Table 5: Single GPU batch-1 latency of RetinaNet and FCOS
variants of GenOD models on V100 GPU. With the num-
ber of categories scaling from 80 classes of COCO to the
generic object taxonomy, the speedup of the FCOS architec-
ture grows from 1.4× to 3.9×.
5.2.5 Experiments on COCO benchmark. In Table 6 we compare
the GenOD model to the models trained on COCO with the same
architectures. We can see GenOD consistently outperforms the
COCO-trained models especially on small and mid-size objects,
even though they target a much broader vocabulary and are not
specifically trained for COCO objects.
5.3 Disjoint detector training
As described in Section 4.3, here we compare the conventional
joint training approach with our disjoint approach with a prototyp-
ical experiment. The baseline is the GenOD model with a jointly
trained head for all categories using D𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , i.e, GenOD M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 .
Given the GenODM𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 model, suppose our goal is to improve the
Arch.
Training
Data 𝐴𝑃 𝐴𝑃50 𝐴𝑃75 𝐴𝑃𝑠 𝐴𝑃𝑚 𝐴𝑃𝑙
FCOS COCO 37.1 54.5 39.6 16.4 40.6 56.3
FCOS GenOD D𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 38.3 54.9 41.1 18.0 43.5 56.0
Table 6: Comparison of GenODM𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 model with the FCOS
model trained on COCO on the COCO 2017 validation set.
sofa category in response to user feedback, without performance
degradation of other categories within a short development cy-
cle. For the update, we consider an additional set of labeled data:
D𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 = D𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 −D𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 . Given this additional data, we conduct
three experiments and report the results in Table 7:
(a) Joint detector retraining : We train the single-head joint
model with all the available data (D𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 ) using the same
training scheme as GenOD M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 as described in Section
5.2.
(b) Joint detector finetuning : We randomly sample 50k im-
ages from D𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 and finetune the joint detector starting
from the GenODM𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 model. For this finetuning stage, we
use a smaller learning rate of 0.0001 and train on the data
for 12 epochs.
(c) Disjoint detector finetuning: We split the GenODM𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
head to create a disjoint detector head for just the sofa cate-
gory. We finetune this model on the same dataset (50k ran-
domly sampled images from D𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ) as described in (b)
above. We use a learning rate of 0.00003 and train the dis-
joint detector head of the model for 12 epochs.
As seen from the experimental results in Table 7, disjoint detector
finetuning on just a small amount of data is farmore agile and allows
us to train ∼300x faster than joint retraining in (a) and ∼2x faster
than joint finetuning in (b), while also improving on the category
AP. This is achieved without disrupting the existing model for
any of the other categories which allows for stable updates in the
production stack compared to the conventional model retraining
process.
6 APPLICATIONS
6.1 Object Detection for Visual Product Search
One of the primary applications for GenOD is to help users better
formulate visual search queries and improve the relevance of search
results. Figure 2 showcases the hotspot interactions in the Bing
Image Details Page. GenOD assists the user in formulating a query.












Baseline: GenOD M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 Joint ImageNet D𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 1.4M 8 days 0.6453
(a) Joint detector retraining Joint ImageNet D𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 = D𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 + D𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 3.4M 19 days 0.6254
(b) Joint detector finetuning Joint GenOD M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 50k random sample from D𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 50K 188 mins 0.6443
(c) Disjoint detector finetuning Disjoint GenOD M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 50k random sample from D𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 50K 100 mins 0.6499
Table 7: Evaluation of model update agility for the sofa category. Disjoint training of the targeted category is much faster,
while also increasing its AP and keeping other categories stable.
the image, detected hotspots are shown over the image for users to
start their search with just a tap/click. GenOD’s detected categories
can be passed to downstream tasks like similar image search ranker
to filter out semantically irrelevant results and improve relevance.
We trained and deployed a lightweight category classifier to the
index images. The detected category of the query will be sent to
match with the categories of the index images, and filter out those
images that do not match.
We conducted comprehensive offline and online experiments
on the efficacy of GenOD improving visual search experience. We
measure the defect rate of the top-5 visual search results from the
hotspot clicks on the fashion segment, where defect rate is defined
as the average error rate in the categories of the retrieved images.
In table 8 we can see that after applying the GenOD categories
for filtering, the hotspot click-through defect rate has dropped by
54.9%, substantially improving the relevance and user experience.
Filtering approach Defect rate@5
W/o object category 38.27%
Object category filtering 17.26% (-54.9%)
Table 8: Defect rates of top-5 visual search results from ob-
ject detection hotspot clicks (lower is better). With the rank-
ing results filtered semantically by object detection cate-
gories, the product search defect rate decreases significantly
by 54.9%.
Engagement metrics Gains
%Users entry to Visual Search +14.03%
Overall entry to Visual Search +27.89%
Hotspot clicks per user +59.90%
Table 9: Aggregated online user engagement metrics after
deploying GenOD to Bing Visual Search, which shows sig-
nificant gains over baseline.
We also set up a series of online A/B tests to measure the user
engagement before and after deploying GenOD to all Bing Visual
Search requests, as shown in Table 9. After aggregating the online
user engagement metrics including the percentage of user entries
to visual search, overall entries to visual search and hotspot clicks
per unique users, GenOD shows significant gains in bringing in
more engaging users in visual search; demonstrating the advantage
of expanding object detection to generic objects on all images.
6.2 Object-Level Triggering for Fine-grained
Visual Recognition
Bing Visual Search runs multiple fine-grained recognition models
including animals, plants, landmarks and more. Since these models
usually have high latency, it is necessary to perform lightweight
triggering before running them. Previous image-level visual trigger-
ing models such as the one described in [9] often fail to trigger on
small objects or when multiple different objects are in the scene. For
a fair comparison with the previous approach, we compare trigger-
ing performance at the image level by aggregating the outputs of
the GenOD model. In Table 10 we evaluate the image-level trigger-
ing precision and recall on the food recognition measurement set.
For triggering, we prefer models with higher recall performance.
Compared to the image-level triggering model, GenOD improves
the triggering recall by detecting and recognizing smaller objects.
Triggering approach Precision Recall
Image-level 99.8 81.3
Object-level 98.5 88.1 (+8.36%)
Table 10: Comparison of triggering precision and recall be-
tween image-level and object-level triggering on the food
recognition measurement set.
6.3 Bing Mobile Camera
Bing mobile camera is a real-time mobile web experience allowing
users to search without having to manually capture a picture. The
mobile interface is shown in Figure 2 (right). When a user opens the
camera experience and phone is stable, a frame will be captured and
sent to the GenOD service to perform real-time object detection.
The detected objects will be sent back to the phone to render as
hotspots. An in-app object tracking model keeps track of the objects
when they are in view, so hotspots can stay on the objects with-
out the need to make additional GenOD requests. Clicking on the
detected hotspots provides relevant results to the selected object.
GenOD enhances the user experience and simplifies the formula-
tion of visual search queries. Online A/B tests show a reduction of
31.8% in responses with no visual search results compared to our
control in which we depend on users to formulate a visual query.
7 CONCLUSIONS
We presented GenOD, a web-scale generic object detection service
that is fundamental in image understanding for Bing Visual Search
and fueling multiple downstream applications. We described an
efficient data collectionworkflow for training themodels used in the
system. We demonstrated with experiments that the GenOD model
has achieved competitive object detection results across production
measurement sets and academic benchmarks, with good speed-
accuracy tradeoff, and can be updated with agility while being
stable to dependencies. Specifically, we have shown that by moving
to a large-scale single unified generic detector, GenOD can achieve
better results than multiple domain-specific models in each vertical,
reducing the cost of maintaining several segment models. Finally
we also showed how GenOD benefits visual search applications by
significantly improving user engagement and search relevance.
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